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Nickel Hydrogen cells are being cycled under a LEO test regime to examine the benefits of
operating the cells at lower States of Charge (SOC) than typically used. A group of four cells are
being cycled using a voltage limiting charge regime that limits the State of Charge that the cells
are allowed to reach. The test cells are being compared to identical cells being cycled at or near
100% State of Charge using a constant current charge regime.
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Purpose
Examine the benefits of operating Nickel Hydrogen cells at
lower States of Charge (SOC) than identical cells being cycled
at similar LEO conditions approaching 100% SOC.
Goals
Determine the effects of lower SOC on cell performance.
Exceed the number of cycles that the sister cells reach before
failure.
j
Four 50 AmpHr 3.5" diameter cells manufactured by Eagle Picher in Joplin Mo. are being used
for the test, part numbers RNH50-43 and RNH50-53. RNH50-43 uses a back-to-back stack
design with a 26% KOH electrolyte concentration. RNH50-53 uses an alternating stack with an
electrolyte concentration of 31% KOH.
Each of the two designs were originally split up into two packs often cells each, 3314E and
3214E. They are running an identical constant current test regimes with a C/D ratio of 1.03 to
1.04 at 40% Depth of Discharge and 10 degrees C. Approximately one year or 5000 cycles later
the four cell SOC test pack, 3001C, was started. Two cells fi'om each design were combined into
one pack. The charge and discharge for the SOC test pack are identical to the original packs with
a voltage limit placed on the charge cycle that will cause the current to taper towards the end of
the charge.
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Manufacturer I Eagle Picher, Joplin
I
' Capacity I 50 AmpHrI P
] Size i 3 I/2 "
i
I Separator [ Asbestos J
Part # • [ RNH 50-43
Stack Configuration Back to Back
KOH Concentration 26%
RNH 50-53
Altemating
31%
3001C
Pack ID 3214E 3314E
S OC Test
#of Cells I 4 10 10
RNH50-43
Part # RNH50-43 RNH50-53
RNH50-53
DOD 40%
Temperature i0 Degrees C
Discharge 40 A for .5 Hr
26.11 A with 26.11 A for .766 Hr
Charge taper for 1 Hr 2.58 A for .233 Hr
(Voltage Limited) Recharge = 103%
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Air Force Ni-H 2 Cell Test Program
State of Charge Test
State of Charge Definition
100% SOC - The point during a C/2 Charge that the cell
pressure no longer increases at a linear rate.
0% SOC - The point during a C rate Discharge that the cell
voltage reaches 1.0 volt.
SOC will be checked prior to life cvcle and will be checked
every 5000-10000 cvcles.
For the purposes of this test, 100% state of charge is defined as the point during a C/2 charge that
the cell pressure no longer increases at a linear rate. 0% state of charge is the point during a C
rate discharge that the cell voltage reaches 1.0 volts. Prior to starting life cycle, the four cells
destined for the SOC test were cycled to find the zero and one hundred percent SOC points.
According to the results the pressures related to those points are 80 and 590 psi respectively.
Although this data is probably accurate for the cell in its current state it is not useful information
for the purposes of life cycle testing.
An examination of the Trend Plot for 3314E shows that at the beginning of life, the End of
Charge (EOC) pressures were at the same 590 psi for the SOC test cells. After only 1000 cycles
the EOC pressures were reduced to approximately 425 psi. It appqars that changes occur very
quickly during the first 1000 cycles of a life cycle regime. Since the SOC test cells seem to follow
the characteristics of their sister cells, the 425 psi EOC pressure value was assumed for 100%
SOC.
The target SOC for the test cells is 60 to 70%. This value was chosen to keep the cells at
significantly below 100% SOC and to provide for a reserve capacity at the end of discharge, in
this case 20 to 30% of rated capacity. Assuming the previously stated values of 425 psi for 100%
SOC and 80 psi for 0% SOC, the pressure should be maintained at 304 psi for 65% SOC.
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3214E 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 08105/93 - 10/25/94
EPI 50 AmpHr 3.5" 40% DOD 10 Deg C 26% KOH Back2Back Stack
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3314E 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 07/23/93 - 10/21/94
EPI 50 AmpHr 3.5" 40% DOD 10 Deg C 31% KOH Alternating Stack
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3001C 4 cells
Voltage Pressure Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 07/21/94- 10/26/94
Eagle Picher 50 AmpHr 3.5" 40% DOD 10 Deg C SOC Test
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Air Force Ni-H 2 Cell Test Program
State of Charge Test
Pre Life Cycle Cell Capacities
C Rate to 1.0 Volt
Temp
-5 eC
0 cC
tLNH50-43
3314E
62.94
68.64
3001C
60.84
67.33
RNH50-53
14E t 3001C32
r
65.69 65.23
75.6074.14
10 cC 58.10 55.68 64.98 ] 62.41
20 cC 51.58 52.30 59.15 58.78
30 cC 49.37 49.83 53.56 55.11
Capacities for pack 3001C were measured after 1 year standing open circuit,
_.discharged at 5 degrees C. j
The SOC test cells will be cycled with a C/2 charge and C rate discharge again at 5000 cycles to
determine the pressure values for 0 and 100% SOC. The SOC/pressure relationship will also be
checked again every 5000 to 10000 cycles.
Prior to life cycle testing the four SOC test cells were stored discharge, open circuit at 5 degrees
centigrade for one year. Comparison of the sister cells that started life cycle testing one year
before the SOC test cells show very tittle difference in the capacities. The reported capacity
values for the SOC test cells in pack 3001C are after the one year stand. The capacity was not
checked when they were received.
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Discharge/Charge Profiles
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Pack 3001C Voltage/Current Profile for Cycle
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Concerns
Sample is small. Only four cells are being used for the
comparison of the SOC charge regime.
Possibility of voltage divergence because of the different cell
designs.
Possible effect of capacity checks on life of cell.
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Advanced Technologies Session
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HISTORY OF USE BY ESA
esa
Silver cadmium batteries have been used on a considerable
number of ESA scientific spacecraft where high levels of
magnetic cleanliness were mandatory:
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH DATE Number of batteries
HEOS -1 Dec. 1968 1 (5 Ah)
HEOS - 2 Jan 1972 1 (5 Ah)
GEOS 1 April 1977 1 (16 Ah)
ISEE-B Oct 1977 1 (10 Ah)
GEOS 2 July 1978 1 (16 Ah)
GIOTTO July 1985 4 (16 Ah)
CLUSTER (x4 S/C) Dec, 1995 4 x 5 (16 Ah)
......... J
|1
Yardney silver cadmium cells have been used on all the above spacecraft. Geos, Giotto and
Cluster use the YS16(S)-4 16 Ah cell. The battery design for Cluster is identical to Giotto.
The 4 Cluster spacecraft will be in elliptical 66 hour polar orbits. During the 2.5 year missi,on the
batteries will see a total of about 35 charge-discharge cycles with a maximum depth of discharge
of 65%. 32 of these will take place during 4 short eclipse seasons which occur roughly every
6 months.
CLUSTER BATTERIESesa
• 7 EM + 3 QM + 20 FM + 2 FS = 32 BA TTERIES
• Each Battery contains 14 16 AH Yardney Ag-Cd cells
(identical battery design to Giotto)
• Min 22 cells required in order to make matched battery of 14
cells. Additional 44 cells procured for special tests
• 748 dry cells fabricated Dec. 1991
• EM cells activated Jan. 1992. Capacity nominal
• QM cells activated June 1992. Capacity nominal
Cell activation entails filling with electrolyte, 3.5 formation cycles, cell sealing, last formation
discharge, 5 stabilization cycles, and 2 acceptance cycles. This is carried out in groups of 22
cells. Matching cycles are then performed and the 16 best matched cells shipped for battery
manufacture (14 cells + 2 spares).
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_ esa,,
BATTERY MANAGEMENT COMPARISON
Based on expected spacecraft conditions, the
following standard capacity cycles were defined:
G/OTTO:
- Charge: 0.53 A to 1.51 V (average) followed by taper charge
ending when current reaches O.18 A
- Discharge 8A constant current to o.g V (average)
CL US TER:
- Charge: 0.53 A to 1.51 V (average), no taper charge
- Discharge 4A constant current to 0.9 V (average)
In contrast to the Giotto program, taper charging is not implemented for Cluster. Both programs
employ a trickle charge when the battery voltage falls below 19.43 (1.39 V/cell).
_ BATIERY FABRICATION Prdzlem 1esa
• EM 1-5 Battery construction June-Nov. 1992
• Battery electrical tests in Oct. 1992 :
- Expectedcapacity: 16- 17Ah
- Acceptance minimum capacity: 15.2 Ah
- Measured capacity: 11.5- 12.2Ah !
EM 6-7 & QM battery construction Oct.-Nov. 1993
Battery electrical tests in Nov. 1993:
- Measured capacity: 13.4- 14.8 Ah !
Cells were not cycled by the battery manufacturer until after battery construction, which involves
potting the cells into the aluminum structure. The low capacity was found both before and after
battery vibration and thermal vacuum tests.
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esa
INVESTIGATION PLAN
ESTEC Energy Storage Section was asked for
practical assistance May 1993. 3 parallel activities
initiated:
- Comparative cycling of spare EM and Giotto cells which had
been in cold storage in the ESTEC European Space Battery Test
Centre for 8 years followed by tear-down analyses
- Review of cell activation data, procedures and QA
documentation
- Extraction of relevant cell and battery data from earlier
programs in order to establish a norm against which to compare
the Cluster data
Cells were immersed in a water bath at 20 deg.C for all electrical tests. The reference electrodes
were pieces of cadmium wire, mechanically cleaned and washed in hydrochloric acid, water and
potassium hydroxide immediately before insertion into the cell. Inside an oxygen - filled glove
box, cell tops were pierced with a 1 mm drill and a 0.4 ml electrolyte sample taken with a syringe.
The reference electrode, sheathed in PTFE tubing except for the last 1 cm, was inserted and
the cell re-sealed with epoxy cement.
INITIAL CYCLE RESULT SUMMARYesa
CELL Storage iCapacity Chg..lirni_ng Disch..limiting K2C03
time (Ah) electrode electrode (wt%)
OLDCELL022 i10.5y 11.8 Ag Cd 13.7
GIOTTO451 8y 12.4 Ag Cd 7.6
CLUSTEREM012 20m 13.8 Ag Cd 10.0
CLUSTERQM466 14m 15.8 Ag Ag 9.8
FRESHCELL006 I m 18.5 Ag Ag 9.8
It is noteworthy that the lower capacity cells are all cadmium - limited on discharge. As cells age,
carbonate ions build up in the electrolyte as a by-product of oxidation of the cellophane
separators. The level of carbonate present was considered an important parameter both as an
indicator of the extent of the attack and because high levels are known to impede operation of
the cadmium electrodes. The concentrations measured in the test cells were unexpectedly
high, but the activation of cell 006 at ESTEC revealed that the levels already reach about 6 wt.%
at the time cells are first sealed. This is formed presumably during the deliberate overcharge that
takes place during the first formation charge.
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Cyc!es with reference electrodes were extended to 1.56V on charge and 0.2V on discharge
(except for cell 006 which only went to 0.9 V on discharge). In all cases charge was limited by
the silver electrode since the cadmium reference - cadmium electrode potential remained within
+/- 20 mV right up to the end of charge. On discharge (above), both electrodes can bd seen
eventually to polarize with respect to the cadmium reference. On the basis of which electrode
polarized first, one could conclude that the discharge capacities of the two electrodes were
within 0.5 Ah of each other in all cases including" the 'fresh' cell 006 (the curves for which can be
superimposed upon those of QM 466). This fs not enough to explain the differences in
capacity. However, fresh cells should have a much larger excess cadmium capacity than the
result for cell 006 suggestes, so it is probably not valide to estimate quantitative electrode
capacity differences from this type of data.
• STORAGE DISCHARGED AT-12 DEG.C IS
EFFECTIVE
• EM CELL AND CELLS STORED FOR LONG TIME
A RE CADMIUM-LIMITED ON DISCHARGE
• QM AND 'FRESH" CELLS ARE SIL VER-LIMITED ON
DISCHARGE
• DIFFERENCE IN CAPACITY BETWEEN GIOTTO
AND CLUSTER STANDARD CYCLE IS <0.5 Ah
The question was raised as to the best storage temperature and state of charge for silver
cadmium cells. The remarkably high capacities still available from the cells stored for many years
at ESTEC confirm that -12 deg. C is a suitable temperature. Although most probably
discharged when put into storage, we cannot confirm this with certainty.
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 esa
CELL TEARDOWN ANALYSIS
• No significant differences between cells
found:
-State of cellophane separators similar
for all cells
- Surface appearance of electrodes
(electron scanning microscopy) very
similar
Cells were dismantled in the oxygen-filled glove box to avoid further carbonation. A sample of
the electrolyte was recovered for analysis and the components were washed in distilled'water
and allowed to dry. The extent of silver penetration of the cellophane separator was estimated
from its appearance and later by atomic absorption analysis. Electrode surfaces were examined
under a scanning electron microscope. The results did not show any abnormalities in any of the
cells studied. Cell 006, which had not been stored long and had seen only moderate cycling
showed somewhat less silver penetration of the cellophane but the electrode surfaces were
indistinguishable from the stored cells.
REtIIEW OF 15]B& QU ClELL _TION _
• Dry cell build nominal
• During activation the following could have impacts
on subsequent performance:
- Over temperature during parts of EM 1-4 formation (slightly less
for EM 5-7)
- Interruptions during first formation charge of QM cells.
- Cell wetting procedure identified as critical (procedures
changed from program to program
• None of the above could be conclusively linked to
the differences in subsequent behaviour of EM and
QM cells and batteries
The factors above could all play a role in subsequent performance. In particular, the first attempt
to activate dry Cluster cells at ESTEC confirmed how sensitive the obtained capacity is to the
thoroughness of the electrolyte filling step.
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CAPACITY COMPARISON WITH EARLIER PROGRAMS
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It can be seen that the capacities of Cluster EM batteries 1-5 fall significantly below the trend for
all other cells and batteries. Spare EM cells and Cluster QM cells and batteries, on the other
hand, are not anomalous. Cluster EM batteries 6.7 which also gave capacities below the
acceptance level (15.2 Ah), nevertheless show capacities which are nominal when the (nearly 2
years) interval since activation is taken into account. Since the cells in EM 6,7 were activated in
parallel with battery EM 5, this suggests that the difference may have more to ao with the
storage conditions since activation than with the cell formation. Whilst batteries were generally
stored discharged at ambient temperature, detailed records of time batteries spent at different
temperatures and states of charge and are not available (and were not required).
C_td(_JUlSIONS _ llTUUL INVES'IlGArloI_s _'_esa,
• THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH THE DRY CELLS
" CLUSTER EM 1-5 BATTERY CAPACITIES ARE ABNORMALL Y
LOW
• CLUSTER EM 6-TAND QM BATTERY CAPACITIES, (AS WELL
AS SPARE EM & QM CELL CAPACITIES), ALTHOUGH LOW.
ARE WHAT WOULD BE EXPECTED FROM PAST
EXPERIENCE WHEN TIME SINCE CELL ACTIVATION IS
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
• IT SHOULD BE POSSIBLE TO MAKE FLIGHT BATTERIES
WITH REQUIRED CAPACITY PROVIDED:
- Time between activation and battery acceptance < 6 months
- Storage of cells and batteries cold when not in use
- Cell formation carried out precisely to specification
J
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_!_ CLUSTER EM BATTERY INTEGRATION TESTS _ 2
I esa
• At the start of integration tests in July 1993,
the EM battery capacities had declined
further to between 10.1 and 11.7Ah
• By Feb. 1994, at the start of cycling on the
Cluster PFM, capacities down to 3.5 to 4.2
Ah !
• The capacity needed at end of mission is
estimated as 10 Ah
Since their construction, the EM batteries had been stored discharged at ambient temperature
for 4 months before they were needed for integration testing. Before the start of these tests, a
further standard capacity check was cameo out and revealed a further drop in capacity of all 5
batteries. By February 1994. at the start of cycling test on the Cluster proto-flight model,
capacities had fallen dramatically. Companng tt_e sr_apes of the battery voltage curves during
cycling at various times reveals significant changes, particularly during charge in the second
plateau region.
Battery EM 4 Cell Voltage During Charge
1.6
/o
1.3
¢1
1,2
1.1
_.8
_Cell acceplL cycle 13, 92/03/27
"--_Baltery cap cycle, 92/11/28
•_e-----Start PFM cycling 94/0004
'_PFM cycle 5 94/02/11
1 m
0 2 4 6 8 _3 12 t4 16 18
Ah
This compares the average cell voltage charge curves of the cells used to make battery EM 4
with the curves measured at battery level before the start of integration testing. The curves are
dominated by the transition from the first plateau (Ag .... > Ag20) to the second (Ag20 .... >
AGO). Although these over-simplified reactions would suggest a ratio of the capacity of the
second to the first plateau as 1;1, in practice a cell a fresh cell gives a ratio of about 2.5:1 as was
the case for the EM 4 cells immediately after activation. It can be seen that this ratio has fallen to
about 0.5:1. While the capacity of the first plateau has also fallen, the majority of the capacity
reduction is associated with the second plateau, charge being terminated when the average cell
voltage reaches 1.51 V.
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Battery
• 52
1 5
1 48
o)
=
46
u
g
_ 44
1 42
EM 4 Second Plateau Charge (enlarged scale)
/
----Q--'--" Cell acce_t' cycte _3 92,'C3:27
Batlery cap cycle, 92'_ 1,28
_Slart PFM Cychng 94 0204
PFM cycle 5 94102 '_'
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 !6 18
Ah
Here the same second plateau charge data is shown on an expanded scale. The change in
shape of the charge voltage curves can now be seen clearly. From the reference electrode data
from single cell tests we believe that these changes are due only to the silver electrode. ( EM
batteries are not yet available for reference electrode tests). The last curve shows th_qt it is
possible to regain some lost capacity by repeat cycles.
i
Second Plateau Charge During Life Cycle Test at 20 deg.C
1.52
I
1 51 -- _Cycle 2 [--'---O'_ Cycle 10
15 _ ^_
_Cycle 30 _
1.49
Cycles 66 E_I_
1.47
1.46
1 .45
1 .44
0 2 4 6 8
Ah
10 12 14 16
Second plateau average cell voltage charge curves are shown from a 100% DoD life cycle test
on two cells at ESTEC. (Fluctuations during cycle 2 were due to instabilities in the temperature
of the water bath). Although the cell voltage increases with number of cycles, the increase is
rather uniform and the fall in capacity of the second plateau is moderate. The capacity of the first
plateau falls by less than 1 Ah after 66 cycles. These results demonstrate the cell's capability to
meet the capacity requirements at the end of the mission. The observation that storage could
cause more capacity loss than continuous cycling had, however, not been anticipated and
therefore needed further investigation.
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Internal Resistance as Function of State of Charge (cell 006)
60
50
40
E
J_
2 30
E
20
lO
o
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Ah
14 16 18
The change in charge voltage curve with storage was considered most likely to be the result of
silver electrode kinetic limitations caused, for examl_le by morphological changes or surface
contamination. Internal ohmic resistance measurements should provide useful information.
The 'fresh' cell (006) was subjected to current-interruption internal resistance measurements
during one complete charge - discharge cycle. Results are shown for charge (solid squares) ,
going from left to right and discharge (open squares), going from right to left. Results are based
upon voltage measurements 2 mS before and after the current was reduced to zero by an
electronic switch. Reference electrode measurements in the same cell confirmed that the large
resistance changes are associated with the silver electrode. This is a known feature of the
couple, but it explains how sensitive the second plateau voltage could be to small changes in
the silver electrode surface. (The fall in resistance towards the end of charge is probably
associated with the onset of oxygen evolution. Comparative resistance data are not yet
available for cells exhibiting second plateau capacity loss.
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONSesa
• Cells meet life capacity requirements after
accelerated life tests at 100% DoD
• The shape of the charge curve changes more with
storage at ambient temperature than with life-
cycling.
• The majority of capacity loss on storage is a result
of the increase in second plateau charge voltage
• Available reference electrode measurements on
single cells lead us to believe that this is due to the
silver electrode.
• The effect is partially reversible with extra cycling
J
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Cell Storage test at Yardney
1 52
1 51
15
1 49
1.48
1 47
1 46
1 45
1 4,4
Cell Second Plateau Charge after storage for 6 months
-i
i i I
Solid lines: 25 deg.C. 25% charged /
r
//tIIi
3
!i
i
2 4 6 8 !0
Ah
I
Broken lines:
i
-12 deg C: O. 251 & 50% ch, rrged
!2 14 16 18
To settle remaining doubts over the best storage conditions, Yardney stored 5 groups of 4 cells
for 6 months at 0%. 25%, 50% and 100% charged at-12 deg.C.
Standard capacity cycles at 20 deg. C, after removal from storage were performed, and the
second plateau charge region is shown above. It can be seen that all cells stored at -12 deg.C
irrespective of state of charge, showed little change whereas the group stored at 25 deg+ C
show a loss of 3 to 4 Ah from the second plateau. The charge curve was rather similar to that of a
cell subjected to 66 cycles (see vu-graph 17). (The variability in voltage near to the plateau
transition is clue to the low number of measurements (one per hour)).
• Confirms storage at -12 deg. C. is desirable
• State of charge has less effect on charge curve
(but storage highly charged is expected to
accelerate separator degradation rate)
• The capacity of the lower charge plateau is not
affected at all
• Flight cells and batteries will be stored discharged
at -12 deg.C whenever not in use
As a result of these findings, strict rules for storage of flight cells and batteries are in preparation.
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7 RECOVERY OF CAPACITY POSSIBLE?
Special charge techniques aimed at
improving charge voltage curve
in vestigated at ES TEC:
- High current (1 A) followed by taper charge at 1.51V
,, gave no improvement
- "Reflux" pulse charge
,, gave modest improvement (~ 1Ah)
• Details will be reported elsewhere
A natural question is whether the capacity loss is recoverable or permanent. So far, only slight
recovery has been possible, so it is essential to avoid such losses in the first place.
 esa
• Confirms that cells and batteries should be stored
cold and discharged
• Full recovery of capacity loss due to poor storage
conditions does not appear possible
• Main concern is effect of long non-eclipse periods
during mission (5 months at - 20 deg.C)
• BUT: GEOS had similar non-eclipse periods and
gave no battery problems during mission
Whereas long periods of non-use at ambient temperature and a charged state can easily be
avoided on the ground, they are unavoidable during the mission, where the temperature during
eclipse-free periods is expected to be in the region of 20 deg.C.
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CHANGES TO ON-BOARD MANAGEMENT
• Decision to cycle batteries more during
non-eclipse periods (minimum 2/5 batteries
have to be available charged at any time):
- original plan: 2 months charged, 3 months discharged
- new plan: 1 month charged, 1 - 2 months
discharged. .............
• Mission simulation battery test in progress
at Yardney modified to conform to new plan
The change in plan reduces the maximum time any battery will be left charged and un-cycled
from 2 months to 1 month.
AFTER EM INTEGRATION
TESTS Problem 3
esa
• Integration tests involved intermittent
cycling with irregular interruptions
° After PFM cycling tests, battery capacity
less than 1 A h !
- Obvious severe mismatch between the states of charge of
the different cells.
- Some cells must have been overcharged and others
reversed during cycling
During integration tests, battery cycling was started and stopped according to the needs of the
equipment under test. Consequently batteries sometimes remained for prolonged periods at
intermediate states of charge. As a result individual cell's state of charge began to diverge. This
in turn led the most charged cells tending to be overcharged and the least charged cells
reversed in subsequent cycles, because maximum and minimum voltages are defined only at
battery level.
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Discharge of Battery EM 4 with Individual Cell resistors
1.4
1.2
1
A
_ 0.8
o
> 0.6
4)
0
0,4
0.2
discnar¢ interrupt_ d
I
.1
11,1
l l t
i.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Ah
Battery EM 4 was discharged connecting 2.8 ohm resistors across each cell. The voltage curves
show an enormous dispersion of 8 Ah between the extreme cells.
Battery EM 4 Charge After Reconditioning
1.6
1,5
1,4
o
- 1.3m
o
>
Q
0 1.2
1.1
charge current 400
IlJllJl
0.50 Ah
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Time (rain)
Following the above 'reconditioning' discharge, the next charge was normal again in the sense
that the dispersion in plateau transition times between cells in the battery was 0.50 Ah, very
close to that observed immediately after battery manufacture (0.53 Ah) and even to that during
acceptance cycling of the cells that were made into the battery. This is quite remarkable
considering the abuse some cells had suffered.
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CELL MATCHING WITHIN BATTERY
• Extra capacity loss due to cell mis-match
recovered by individual cell discharge
• Problem due to overcharge and reversal of some
cells.
• Before PFM cycle testing, spread of individual cell
plateau transition times had remained between
0.45 and 0.65 Ah, remarkably constant
Cells in a battery maintain their relative state of charge during normal cycling and storage.
Prolonged periods at intermediate states of charge will eventually lead to mis-match, but the
overcharge and reversal some cells evidently suffered during the PFM cycle test were probably
the main cause. Reconditioning has restored cell's relative states of charge but not the
capacity lost during storage and due to cell overcharge and reversal.
SAFE _ VOLTAGE _
• Cell capacity can be increased by using higher
charge voltage cut-off limit
• BUT dangerously high cell voltages could be
reached in case of cell mis-match
• AND individual cell voltages not accessible by
telemetry
Tests on battery EM 3, in which the end of charge voltage limit had been slightly raised, showed
that the capacity could be increased by several ampere-hours because it was then possible to
get past the 'hump' in the second plateau charge curve. It is nevertheless essential to avoid any
cell in a battery being charged into the region where oxygen is evolved from the silver electrode,
because the recombination reaction in such a 'flooded' cell is too slow to prevent the build up of
dangerously high pressure in the cell..
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DECISIONS
• To add cell level reconditioning hardware
on board
- Battery discharge every month to include individual cell
deep discharge to ensure cell match
° To determine maximum safe cell voltage
- Tests begun at ESTEC to determine voltage at which
oxygen evolution begins to occur
J
Because of the experience with cell mis-match and the unavailability of individual cell voltage
data during the mission, it was decided to implement individual cell reconditioning on board the
Cluster spacecraft. In addition it was decided to determine at what charge voltage (at normal
charge current) oxygen evolution begins to occur.
CELL PRESSURE TEST RESULTS
J::
'¢l
a.
"o
1.51 1.52
Cell voltage
1.53 1.54 1.55 1.56
Cells were opened in an oxygen filled glove box and a pressure transducer fitted through a hole
drilled in the fill tube and sealed with epoxy cement. Since the cells were clamped across their
large faces and the free space in the cell plus pressure transducer remained practically constant,
the rate of generation of oxygen is roughly proportional to the rate of pressure increase. There
is a clear difference in the behavior of the old Giotto cell, which begins oxygen evolution at 1.51
V at normal charge rates, and the Cluster cell. Since it appears that this voltage decreases with
aging, it will be necessary to carry out further measurements on Cluster cells in an "end of life"
condition.
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Cesa
CONCLUSIONS
• This investigation has to a considerable
extent been a re-learning process
• Recommendations have been made for
activation, storage and handling of flight
cells and batteries
• We are confident that when the above are
observed problems will not recur.
Because of the infrequent use of silver cadmium batteries, continuity in knowledge of how to
handle them has been hard to maintain and this exercise has been somewhat of a re-learning
process. Whilst we believe we know how to avoid these problems during preparation of the
flight batteries, it is intended to continue these investigations with the aim of better
understanding the underlying processes respo,nsible for them.
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